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Green is the new black
In this issue of Plumbing & HVAC magazine,
there are quite a few articles that focus largely
on energy efficiency—whether that may be
through a new efficiency label or concerning
the electric vehicle revolution as I like to call it.
It has been something that I have noticed now
for some time in the industry; there has been a
surge in news surrounding green technology.
Now, I have already written a column in
the past few months that focused on the
electrification of the heating/cooling industry,
so I won’t dive down that rabbit hole again.
However, I think it’s been interesting to
see the different approaches that associations,
manufacturers, wholesalers, and contractors
have been applying to their respective
organizations in the goal of reaching net zero.
Companies have wrtitten responses to
us that have commended the industry for
moving in this direction and wish for us to
continue writing about these topics. We
don’t always set out to report solely on green
technology, but as of lately, that appears to be
where most of the news is coming from.
As previously stated, there have been
several labels focused on energy efficiency
that have come out as of late. In the last
issue, we discussed the introduction of the
Circulator
Pump
Energy
Rating
Program, launched by the Hydraulic
Institute. As part of this program,
circulators would receive a

Facebook:
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label illustrating its overall energy rating. For
those that find a pump in the field with one of
these labels and are curious what the circulator
energy index means, well a tidbit to remember
is the lower the value the higher the efficiency.
There are newer labels to the industry
that refer to the entire home. The Net Zero
Labelling Program for Renovations,
launched by the Canadian Home Builders’
Association, was created due to the ongoing
pandemic. It shouldn’t come as a shock that
there has been a surge in the number of
people renovating their homes; people are
spending more time at home after all. This
gives the opportunity for contractors
looking to add extra work to their
already busy season and get some
additional training on trends. Whether or
not these types of labels encourage
homeowners to think about energy
consumption remains to be seen. The
types of technology that are commonly
used in net zero homes still need to come
down in price, as the average homeowner
probably won’t be able to foot the
significantly larger bill. When that
happens, I can foresee a net zero transition
occurring at a quicker pace compared to
current trends. After all, money talks.
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Heat Pump Technology

*
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Units can operate down to -30°C and beyond, depending on conditions.

• 8 models available

Say hello to Zuba from Mitsubishi Electric. The number one brand in home heating offers

• 6,000 – 54,000 BTU/h

more ﬂexibility than ever before. Whether your project requires ducted or ductless, single-unit

• Central Forced Air system

or multi-zone solutions, our enhanced Zuba line-up delivers powerful heating in sub-zero
temperatures using energy-efﬁcient heat pump technology. The legendary quietness and

• Up to 8 ducted/ductless indoor units

quality you expect from Mitsubishi Electric, now with the range of Hyper-Heat solutions you

• Compatible with the latest smart thermostats

need – that’s Zuba.

ZubaComfort.ca
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Johnson Controls is
one of the first heat
pump manufacturers
to join the Cold
Climate Heat Pump
Challenge. Photo
provided by Johnson
Controls

Cold Climate Heat Pump Challenge
comes to Canada
By Leah Den Hartogh
The Department of Energy (DOE), in
partnership with Natural Resources
Canada
(NRCan) and heat pump
manufacturers,
have
launched
the
Residential Cold Climate Heat Pump
Technology Challenge, announced back
in May.
“This challenge will increase the
availability
of
high
performance,
energy efficient heat pumps for
Canadian cold climate temperatures,
while also innovating to design units that
are more efficient across a broader range
of operating conditions, ultimately
benefiting
Canadian
homes
and
businesses,”
states
NRCan.
“Given
Canada’s varying climate landscape, it is
important to continue to encourage
innovation and provide leadership to
define cold weather space heating
needs so that the next generation of
cold climate heat pumps, built by global
manufacturers, can better address cold
weather applications in the future.”
Manufacturers
involved
in
the
challenge
include
Carrier,
Daikin,
Johnson Controls,
www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Lennox, Mitsubishi Electric, and Trane.
“We are eager to take our offerings to
the next level to further reduce reliance
on inefficient backup heating sources,
while also leveraging digital solutions
to optimize building operations, driving
building decarbonization deeper, faster and
closer to net zero,” explains Katie McGinty,
vice president and chief sustainability,
government, and regulatory affairs officer
with Johnson Controls.
It is still too early at this stage of the
challenge to confirm whether or not the
findings will be included in future iterations
of the National Building Code of Canada or
the National Energy Codes of Canada for
Buildings, reports NRCan. However, “Canada
is committed to improving energy efficiency
in buildings and achieving net-zero by 2050.”
The Cold Climate Heat Pump (CCHP)
Technology Challenge begins with a product
prototype stage which will begin in late 2021
to early 2022. Next begins the lab testing stage
in 2022, followed by field testing in the winter
of 2022 to 2023, or 2023 to 2024, with the final
deployment programs/commercialization

stage completed in 2024.
The end goal will be to demonstrate the
CCHP performance in lab and pilot sites
and launch future pilot programs. “There are
many myths about heat pumps that typically
stem from experiences with split systems
prior to cold climate systems,” explains
Steve Cornelius, business development
representative with Mitsubishi Electric Sales
Canada. Typically, these myths follow the
idea that heat pumps cannot provide enough
heat in colder Canadian temperatures.
“Seeing that systems are able to provide heat
past -25C, if sized correctly, this will suffice
most homeowners.” Additionally, Cornelius
reports that the next generation of Mitsubishi
cold climate products will have 100 per cent
capacity available at -20C.

Working together
Space heating is considered a contributor
to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from
Canada’s homes and buildings, explains
NRCan. “Working together with our U.S.
Continued on page “8”
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Continued from page “7”

neighbour on a topic in support of moving
towards net zero by 2050 is good for the
climate, good for Canadians heating their
homes and businesses, and for the market.
Canada and the U.S. have an integrated
market for many products, and the design of
the next generation of energy efficient heat
pumps is a shared interest of both of our
countries,” explains NRCan.
The challenge focuses on residential,
centrally ducted, electric-only heat pumps,
and is broken into two segments: one for
CCHP optimized for -15C operation and for
CCHP optimized for -26C.
Manufacturers will be able to choose to
participate in one or both segments of the
challenge. Challenge submissions are limited
to models that have a nominal cooling capacity
(or nominal heating capacity for a heatingonly heat pump) greater than or equal to
24,000 btu/h and less than or equal to 65,000

The H2i cold climate heat pump, by
Mitsubishi Electric, can provide heating
down to temperatures of -25C and
connects with five different indoor units.
btu/h, meet all the challenge specification
requirements, and comply with all applicable
federal and state standards and regulations.

Performance requirements for the
challenge are based on seasonal heating,
auxiliary heat, low global warming potential
requirements, and connected product criteria.
“The largest barrier to the adoption of
residential air source heat pumps in colder
climates is the challenge of efficiently meeting
a building’s heating load during harsh winter
months. When outdoor temperatures are too
cold for a heat pump to operate efficiently,
backup heating is required, which is often
served by electric resistance,” explains
McGinty.
The DOE will collaborate with heat pump
manufacturers to develop a test procedure
to verify CCHP performance through lab
testing. They will also provide technical and
administrative support throughout the field
testing and will coordinate progress between
manufacturers, utilities, state agencies, and
other stakeholders. To participate in the
challenge, contact the DOE at E3Initiative@
ee.doe.gov.

Your partner in new construction since 1992
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The highest selling brand of
condensing combi-boilers takes home
heating and DHW to new heights

HEATING UP TO 150,000 BTU/H DHW UP TO 210,000 BTU/H

Introducing Navien

NCB-H

High capacity, High performance combi-boilers
Navien NCB-H high efﬁciency combis
bring the highest level of whole house
comfort to any size home...big or small
• Highest DHW maximum BTUs in residential
condensing combi-boilers...
up to 210,000 per hour

• Highest residential combi-boilers heating
turndown ratio... up to 11:1
• Highest number of built-in zone controls
for valves or pumps... up to three
• Highest full lineup 2" venting lengths...
up to 65 feet

• Highest DHW ﬂow rate @ 70°F rise...
up to 5.4 gallons per minute

• Highest number of cascade capable units
with up to 15 NPE tankless water heaters

• Highest number of BTU sizes for the
North American residential combi-boilers

• High altitude certiﬁcation...
up to 10,100 feet (NG or LP)

• Highest residential combi-boilers
domestic hot water turndown ratio...15:1

Aim high with Navien NCB-H combi-boilers...
To learn more visit Navieninc.com

The leader in condensing technology...does it again.

A New Era of the Inﬁniti Tankless® Series
Has Been Born

Introducing the Inﬁniti®
With an integrated recirculating pump, the new
Inﬁniti® L provides INSTANT endless hot water to
every faucet in the home – even the farthest faucet!
The Inﬁniti® L includes:
• Easy Installation. Built For The Pro® for easier
installation and maintenance. Includes built-in ﬂush
ports and more room to work under the cover.
• Flexible Venting. Can vent with 2” or 3” PVC or
polypropylene up to a max length of 280ft.
• SRTTM Scale Reduction Tech nology for improved
performance, longer life and easier maintenance.
• Steadiset® Technology to keep the water
temperature accurate and consistent for an endless
supply of perfectly-hot water.
• Outstanding Efficiency. ENERGY STAR® certiﬁed
up to .96 UEF.

Can’t Wait? Visit bradfordwhite.com/inﬁnitiseries
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The Net Zero Labelling Program for Renovations was developed from CHBA’s initial
program, which focused on new builds.

New net zero renovation
program launched
By Leah Den Hartogh
The global pandemic has changed the way
many people use their home, workspace,
and personal space. In fact, more than half of
surveyed Canadian homeowners, as part of a
Statista survey published in May 2021, stated
that they had plans to improve their outdoor
space in 2021. Thirty-two per cent had plans
to renovate their bathroom and 23 per cent
wanted to renovate the kitchen.
With this recent surge of home
renovations over the pandemic, the
Canadian Home Builders’ Association
(CHBA) launched the Net Zero Home
Labelling Program for Renovations.
The program provides the industry with
a two-tiered technical requirement that
recognizes net zero and net zero ready homes.
A net zero ready home is a home that has been
designated to accommodate the renewables
required to make the home net zero but
hasn’t necessarily installed the final steps. For
example, if a home was ready to install solar

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

photovoltaics (solar panels) to offset some
of the required energy for the home but they
haven’t been installed yet due to a higher price
tag—this home would be considered net zero
ready, explains Kevin Lee, CEO of CHBA. A
pilot of the program ran from April 2020 to
March 2021.
Early on in the pilot program, CHBA
discovered that some type of assessment
needed to be created to determine whether or
not it made sense for a home to pursue the
goal of net zero. “Some houses might not be
feasible to really go to this extreme level of
energy efficiency,” explains Lee.
This wasn’t the only lesson learned during
the pilot period. One example is with sub
slab insulation, “Under your basement floor
in a net zero home you’ll have insulation.
Obviously with a renovation, it doesn’t make
sense to get in with a jackhammer and blow
up the basement floor insulation so let’s find
other ways to insulate,” explains Lee. Another
example can be found in the ceilings—” We
require sealed ductwork in net zero home

and in some cases the ductwork will just not
be accessible without a major tear down of
ceilings.”
Additionally, a lot of homes have
conventional fireplaces which is quite a big
no-no for a net zero home. This is largely due
to the dangers of back drafting and air leakage
as they are typically very leaky. Since a lot of
older homes use a fireplace as a centrepiece,
this requirement was removed.
Due to the nature of the fact that dealing
with an existing structure creates a more
difficult task when performing renovations
while also creating a net zero home, training
courses were a must for this program.
Qualified net zero renovators can complete
training courses. Once the courses are
completed, the renovator or builder must
complete their first home to illustrate their
capability for working on a net zero home.
“We knew we would have to have training
but there’s no question that the industry
education is a critical component to success
in all of this,” explains Lee.
This program will benefit the homeowner
the most, however for those in the trades
that are very keen on energy efficiency and
looking to lead the charge, this program gives
them recognition for their hard work and
efforts as an industry leader, says Lee. “It’s
kind of a win-win for the homeowner as well
as for the builders or renovators participating
in the program.”
At time of publication, more than 700
homes across the country have received a
CHBA label with 73 qualified builders and
over 40 energy advisors having completed
the training. CHBA has a net zero council
that meets on a regular basis during the year
to help guide and inform its programs. This
includes ways on how to best drive down
prices over time for a net zero home, as they
tend to be more expensive than buying a
conventional home. “We need to do a lot of
innovation, research, and developments as
an industry in combination with government
to find affordable solutions. Because we do
have an affordability crisis in this country in
terms of housing right now,” states Lee. “In
the meantime, the industry needs to continue
to increase the energy performance of homes
and help find the best solution.”
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n Residential Construction

Adding insulation around a pipe is the most
basic solution to freezing pipes, however it is
a bit like putting on a hoodie—it’ll keep you
warm but only just enough.
By Francesco Lo Presti
Picture this—a family leaves for a beautiful all-inclusive trip; they go to
the Bahamas to escape the cold, harsh Canadian winter for a week. It’s
glorious and well-deserved. Flashforward to the journey home. After
catching the red-eye, they arrive back to their beloved home, ready for
a vacation after their vacation. But once they return, what do they see?
A flooded house due to a burst pipe and a whole lot of headaches.
Residential pipe freezing is one of the most common inconveniences
to homeowners and with winter approaching, people need to know
how to handle this problem. “There is no annual checkup to make sure
that something doesn’t freeze-up,” explains Phil Plath, technical
sales representative for IPEX. Pipe freezing is something that can’t
be 100 per cent prevented, but there are preventative measures that
can be put in place.

Hierarchy of protection
Plastic pipes won't freeze as often as other types of pipe.

“Plumbing pipes are the most common and likely pipes to
freeze in the winter,” said Sammy Morana, a plumber with
Pelowich

Photo provided by Rehauu

Continued on page “15”
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Heat cables are one option for plumbers to install to ensure
potable water piping doesn’t freeze during chillier months.
Photo provided by nVent

Continued from page “13”

Plumbing. As most people already
know, cold temperatures can cause pipes
to freeze. Freezing in a pipe creates pressure
inside the pipe which then causes the
pipe to burst, releasing water, which can
lead to flooding. “A burst pipe may occur
when ice forms in the pipe and when
water freezes. It expands in volume and
with tremendous force and

Plastic piping has become the go-to
piping material used in residential
installs.

given the amount of force, a pipe will not be
able to hold that amount of pressure,” said
Morana. “One of the most expensive and, to
be honest, frustrating things you could have
happen to the home is water damage.”
There is an informal hieracrhy of
importance for which types of pipes
absolutley need to be protected when it comes
to freeze protection. “If you had to categorize
all the different plumbing applications and
determine which one is more critical when it
comes to freezing prevention, I would say it’s
your flue gas venting pipes,” states Gaetano
Altomare, category manager for IPEX.
Flue pipes are critical in a home’s function
as it vents and exhausts gases from inside the
house to the outside. “If your flue gas venting
pipes freeze, it chokes off the exhaust being
pushed out from indoors to outdoors, and
you’re going to create a blockage that will
trap carbon monoxide,” explains Altomare.
The purpose of the flue pipe is to remove
harmful by-products due to combusted or
burned fuel from inside your home. If the
by-products are not correctly ventilated from
inside the house, you can have a dangerous
buildup of carbon monoxide. He adds that
homeowners should have their carbon
monoxide detectors checked regularly, as
well as making sure the vents are always free
to exhaust.

Insulating pipes
“Using pipe insulation on its own for freeze
prevention slows heat loss but would be like
wearing a long sleeve shirt outside in winter
instead of a t-shirt—you’ll still get cold. It will

One of the most
expensive and,
to be honest, frustrating
things you could have
happen to the home
is water damage.
just take slightly longer,” states Chris Waldner,
North American marketing manager
with nVent Nuheat and nVent Raychem.
Insulation is one of the two most common
practices in freeze prevention, and it
works by slowing the rate of conductive
cooling and providing protection against
convective cooling, explains Waldner.
According
to
Dale
Hanscomb,
regional sales manager with Rehau,
“Water or other fluids in pipes transfer their
heat to pipe walls
Continued on page “17”
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Continued from page “15”

via conduction, since they are in contact.
Heat also conducts from interior to exterior
pipe walls, or vice-versa. A less conductive
pipe material slows down this portion of heat
transfer. Convective cooling occurs when
cold air blows across pipes and carries heat
away. This is typically how warm pipes lose
heat directly to the surrounding air.”
A common misconception that people
have when it comes to pipes freezing is that
they think of it getting colder, and yes, that’s
something that happens, but that’s not the
full story, explains Waldner. Essentially,
the biggest issue is that water loses heat

certain applications. Heat tracing can help
with pipe freeze protection by preventing the
freezing of fluids in pipes. This solution is
designed to replace the heat lost through the
thermal insulation and provide warmth where
it is needed. Heat tracing is most commonly
done with the use of a self-regulating cable. The
cable is attached underneath the insulation on
a pipe. It applies heating power in relation to
the ambient temperature which will maintain a
holding temperature above freezing.
Along with self-regulating cables, heat
tracing can also be done with the use of
heat tape. “Unlike its name, it is not actually
tape—it is a type of resistance heating wire.
You apply it along the pipe you want to heat
trace,” explains Waldner. He also explains
that, unlike self-regulating cables, heat tape
comes in fixed, flexible lengths that cannot
be adjusted on the fly. Additionally, they are
not self-regulated and are a less expensive
alternative to self-regulating cables.

Pipe materials

Insulating pipes is a tried-and-true
solution to stop pipes from freezing.
energy. “All temperature is a measurement of
molecules moving, and the more they move,
the warmer they get. So as water loses heat
energy, the molecules move less. If the water is
not constantly moving through the pipes, that
also contributes to heat loss,” states Waldner.
Thus, the main benefit of insulating pipes is
that it helps slow down the heat loss process.
Still, as Waldner explains, “insulation widens
your margin of error, but it doesn’t solve your
problem.”
The second most common method is
to utilize heat tracing. Heat tracing is used
to ensure that process, fluid, or material
temperatures within pipes and piping systems
are maintained above ambient temperatures
during static flow conditions along with
providing supplemental freeze protection in

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

When it comes to the different types of
piping, the most common are copper,
polyvinyl chloride pipes (PVC), and crosslinked polyethylene (PEX), according to
Morana. Regarding how each material fairs
against freeze prevention, Hanscomb explains
that depending on the wall thickness and
the dimensions of the material, the thermal
characteristics of the materials would be very
similar. However, he does add that some are
slightly better than others. “PEX pipes are
much less conductive than a metallic pipe
like copper,” explains Hanscomb. He goes on
to add that “if you had a copper pipe beside
a PEX pipe in the same scenario, PEX would
generally not freeze.”
According to Morana, PEX pipes might
have the best chance at facing off against
colder temperatures because “it is so flexible
that it can stretch enough to accommodate
the freezing of the water inside of it.”
In general, copper has been the most
common material used for pipe installation,
but there has been a switch over the years.
“Copper is a great plumbing material, but

it does have a big flaw as it loses heat too
quickly, and its walls are thin,” explains
Morana. So, while copper was the norm
in the past, “there has been a huge swing
towards polymer options,” said Hanscomb.
Along with the benefits mentioned above,
Hanscomb adds that PEX pipes have become
more popular because they are easier to
install and offer a cleaner product. He also
adds that “the same heating cables that
would be utlizied for copper pipes are the
same cables that would be used for PEX and
plastic pipes.” :
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n Residential Products
Environmentally green push fittings
Nibco Inc., Elkhart, Indiana, introduces its new line of premium copper push fittings. Wrot
Racer push fittings are engineered to join copper, CPVC-CTS, PEX and PE-RT (with stiffeners).
It is available in half-inch to one inch. It can be installed wet or dry and can handle applications
up to 200 PSI and up to 200 PSI and 200F.. Manufactured from recyclable materials, Wrot Racer
fittings are environmentally green and meet a variety of certifications and standards including
ANSI/NSF 14, 61, 372 and ASSE 1061.
Nibco Inc. www.nibco.com

VRF multi-position
air handling unit
Fujitsu General America,
West Fairfield, New Jersey,
i nt ro du c e s t h e i r n e w
Airstage VRF multi-position
air handling unit (ARUX).
It features seven models
ranging from one ton to fives
tons. Standing at only 43
inches tall and 17.5 inches wide, the unit can be installed in tight spaces
such as closets, basements, and attics. The ARUX unit is compatible
with a variety of controller options, such as individual, central, and
building management controllers.
Fujitsu General America www.fujitsu.ca

Inverter heat pump
Allied Air Enterprises, West Columbia, South
Carolina, expands its line of home heating and
cooling solutions with the new Lynx 18 SEER
inverter heat pump under the Ducane, Concord
and Allied brands. Quickly adaptable with
AHRI-rated systems and offering compatibility
with a wide range of existing indoor equipment,
the Lynx 18 is a replacement option that provides application versatility
and high-performance. The Lynx 18 works with any conventional 24v
thermostat.
Allied Air Enterprises www.alliedair.com

Indoor or outdoor tankless water
heater
Rinnai, Peachtree, Georgia, introduces its
new high efficiency RUR tankless water
heater models. It can use natural gas, propane,
or hydrogen-enriched natural gas as a fuel
source. RUR models also provide flexibility in
installation. The tankless unit can be installed
indoors or outdoors giving back valuable space
to homeowners and business owners.
Rinnai www.rinnai.ca
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Power tubing cutter
Ridgid, Elyria, Ohio, introduces the new PTC-400
power tubing cutter, a high efficiency, portable tubing cutting machine designed to quickly cut stainless
steel, carbon steel, copper, aluminum, and plastic.
The PTC-400 cuts half-inch to four-inch tubing
and has a quick-acting engagement feature
with easy-to-use feed screw to ensure highspeed cutting. Its compact design makes
it easy to transport. The PTC-400 comes
with the Ridgid full lifetime warranty.
Ridgid www.ridgid.com

Piping supports
HoldRite, Atlanta, Georgia, announces its new
703 In-Slab Tubing Support for PEX and conduit.
Designed to accept half-inch PEX tubing with
3/4-inch protective smurf tubing or 3/4-inch
conduit, the support provides a protective
recessed cavity in the upper portion of the
concrete floor. This allows for additional
space for the protection of one to two
half-inch PEX tubes or 3/4-inch conduit. The 703 Series prevents pipe
movement while concrete is poured and protects pipes while crews
apply a smooth finish to the concrete slab.
HoldRite www.holdrite.com

Touchless tech in the bathroom
Moen, Oakville, Ont, introduces its new Cia bathroom collection, featuring the company’s first-ever
bathroom faucet with MotionSense Wave touchless
technology. The Cia single-handle bathroom faucet
features a single-sensor touchless activation that allows
users to turn water on and off with the pass of a hand.
Cia also is available as a single-handle faucet without the
technology and as a two-handle widespread lavatory faucet. The Cia collection features intersecting geometric forms
and crisp details that complement an array of contemporary
designs from luxe-inspired décor to industrial-leaning looks.
Moen www.moen.ca
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n Healthy Buildings
Canada is in the
top 10 for the
number of buildings
certified under a
WELL program.

Health and safety program
for buildings created
in response to the
ongoing pandemic.
By Leah Den Hartogh

20

There’s a new player in the world of health and
safety standards for the built environment and
it comes with a posse of celebrity ambassadors.
Anyone with cable television might have even
seen one of their commercials with Jennifer
Lopez, Lady Gaga, or even Michael B. Jordan
speaking about how public spaces need to
come with the proper protocols in place to
ensure occupants are safe in their wellbeing.
The WELL Health-Safety Rating for Facility
Operations
and
Management
was
officially launched in July 2020 by the
International WELL Building Institute
(IWBI). It is a subset of features taken from
the WELL Building Standard and was
developed in response to the COVID-19
pandemic. “The buildings in which we
spend most of our time have the most
significant impact on health, wellbeing, and
performance,” said Mark Erba, senior
director of global market development for
the Americas with IWBI.
To receive the Health-Safety Rating,
the space needs to achieve 15 of the 22
core requirements of the program. “If
you want to achieve the minimum, you
could start as a base with WELL HeathSafety Rating and achieve those 15-feature
minimum. You can then start to optimize
and move up as you
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make those progresses in your organization,
and update or expand on them towards
full certification.” The requirements are
broken into five subcategories— cleaning
and sanitization, emergency preparedness,
health service resources, air and water quality

The buildings in
which we spend
most of our time have the
most significant impact on
health, wellbeing,
and performance.
management, and stakeholder engagement
and communication.
IWBI developed these strategies with
guidance by its task force on COVID-19,
the World Health Organization (WHO),
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), global disease control
and prevention centers and emergency
management agencies, as well as recognized
standard-making bodies
www.plumbingandhvac.ca

such
as
ASTM
International,
ASHRAE, and other leading academic
and research institutions.
The building’s owner can apply for the
Health-Safety Rating, but additionally,
tenants within the building can also certify.
This m eans t hat a n e ntire b uilding c ould b e
rated under this program, or simply a tenant's
floor.
A growing reason for this certification,
especially amongst larger corporations, is
around an organization’s environmental,
social and governance (ESG) reporting.

Enhancing skill sets
For those in the skilled trades, IWBI has
developed a professional designation, known
as the WELL Accredited Professional or
WELL AP, that allows for those in the industry
to achieve professional credential to work on
WELL projects.
“When a project is looking to pursue WELL,
there are various professionals involved
from design and build to operations and
maintenance,” explains Erba. “An important
part of building performance is ongoing
maintenance. Several features, for example,
system commissioning and filter replacement,
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require project teams to document that their
mechanical systems are being maintained and
cared for. Many of these professionals in the
skilled trades attain a professional designation
known as WELL AP.”
There is an exam involved to gain the
final accreditation within the growing
community, which currently sits at over
22,000 professionals across all categories,
including design professionals, architectural
professionals, and trade professionals. The
accreditation would provide a skill set and
a knowledge of the WELL certification that
would enhance their professional aptitude
and therefore, marketability, explains Erba. “It
is given to individuals who work at any stage
within the lifecycle of the building.”
When asked why a contractor should
apply for the accreditation program, Erba
explained that the acceleration over the past
18 to 24 months has steadily been on the
up. “We enrolled or certified approximately
600,000,000 sq. ft. of space in our first five years
as an organization and over the past 18 months
that’s jumped up to 3 billion sq. ft,” explains
Erba. “It’s kind of a hockey stick acceleration of
health and wellbeing in the built environment.”

Comprehensive standard
The Health-Safety Rating program is only
a small portion within the WELL Building
Standard—this addressed a much more
comprehensive look at the entire building.
While the Health-Safety program only
required 15 marks to be checked and renewed
rating every year, the WELL Building
Standard has a range of over 100 different
features across 10 different concepts or
categories. Buildings can receive bronze
status for achieving 40 points of the 100-plus
features, silver status for 50, gold for 60, and
lastly, platinum for 80.
As of November, there are approximately
33,000 projects in 98 countries that are
enrolled in one or more of the WELL
programs. Approximately 16,000 have
achieved full WELL certification or the WELL
Health-Safety Rating. According to Erba,
Canada is among the top 10 countries with
29 million sq. ft. of WELL certified space, and
180 million sq. ft. under the WELL HealthSafety rating.

The EY Tower in Toronto has received the
WELL Health-Safety Rating.
The rating for the WELL certification is
valid for three years, after this, the building
will have to undergo performance testing to
see where the building is currently sitting in
the rankings and whether or not upgrades
will be necessary. This performance testing
is specific to air, water, light, and sound
measurements, according to Erba, and is
performed by third-party WELL assessors.
This program is ideal for people concerned
about going back into the workplace, and
offers peace of mind as the country still
battles this pandemic, states Erba. Afterall,
the country has never been more aware of the
space around them. :
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n Building Green

The electric vehicle revolution is at our doorstop and there are
several attractive options for contractors looking to make the
switch to an electric work vehicle.
By Bruce Nagy
electric cars, SUVs, trucks, and vans.
Jerry Dias, national president of Unifor,
told me this summer that he used electric
vehicles (EVs) to negotiate on behalf of
Canadian autoworkers to convince General
Motors, Ford, and Chrysler to keep plants
open in Ontario to build EVs. “There will
be governments not in sync with the global
movement, and they will suffer,” Dias said. “In
the future our people will be doing a lot more
with EVs, solar, and wind.”

Electric fleets

Hummer’s EV pickup truck and EV SUV
will have a range around 480 km and
cost about $100,000.

22

In the past few months, Herbert Diess
and Jim Farley, CEOs of Volkswagen, and
Ford, respectively, have both made speeches
to their employees praising Tesla. They
have been gushing about an all-electric
vehicle future.
This might seem strange coming
from corporations that sell around nine
million and four million vehicles each year,
while Tesla sells a little more than one
million. Big traditional automakers think
they will catch up, and as such, are
introducing their own iterations of
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The electric vehicle revolution is big news
for companies that offer delivery services.
Companies such as UPS, DHL, FedEx,
Purolator, and Canada Post’s fleets are all going
electric. If you’re thinking about transitioning
a fleet, even a smaller one, a good idea would
be to call your local electricity utility.
At the federal level, the Government of
Canada offers a point-of-sale incentive of
$2,500 to $5,000 for consumers who buy or
lease an electric vehicle.
Currently, only a handful of provinces
offer provincial rebates. British Columbia
operates its Go Electric program, which
provides $3,000 for the purchase or lease of
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a new electric vehicle, including longer-range
plug-in hybrids, and $1,500 for the purchase
or lease of a shorter-range plug-in hybrid
electric vehicle. In Ontario, there are two
incentives offered by Plug’n Drive—the Used
EV Incentive program, which provides $1,000
towards purchasing a used fully electric car,
and the Scrappage Incentive program, which
offers $1,000 toward the purchase of a used
fully electric or plug-in hybrid electric car
when you scrap your old gas-powered car.
For Quebecers, they are eligible for rebates
of up to $8,000 on electric vehicles under

In total, this
created net savings
of $138,355 each year,
which in eight years is about
$1.1 million in
savings.
The Tesla truck has a range of about 800 km and a price tag of about $50,000.
$60,000. The Government of Newfoundland
and Labrador offers drivers an incentive from
$2,500 for shorter-range plug-in hybrids
to $5,000 for all-electric and longer-range
plug-in hybrid electric vehicles.
For New Brunswickers, rebates are available
for those who purchase or lease a new or
used electric vehicle at a licensed automobile
dealership in the province. The incentives
available in New Brunswick are as followed:
• New battery electric vehicle (BEV): $5,000
• New long-range plug-in hybrid electric
vehicle (PHEV): $5,000
• New PHEV: $2,500
• Used BEV: $2,500
• Used PHEV: $1,000
• Electric vehicle home charging stations:

Government of Nova Scotia. Nova Scotians
may be eligible for rebates of $3,000 per new
vehicle and $2,000 for used vehicles.

Let’s get down to business
To put into perspective the amount of savings
that could be earned by making a switch to
electric vehicles, a webinar was offered in June
by BC Hydro. During the webinar, a fleet cost
comparison was presented that looked at 30
Chevy Bolt SUVs and compared it to 30 Chevy

Malibus, which were each driven 250 km per
day or 40,000 km per year. The case study
found that it is still higher in costs, even with
grants, for electric vehicles, but significant
savings on fuel and maintenance can easily
offset the initial costs. In total, this created net
savings of $138,355 each year, which in eight
years is about $1.1 million in savings.
Most of the savings in this example relate
Continued on page “25”

$750

The Government of P.E.I. is offering $5,000
to Islanders who purchase a new or used
electric vehicle. The government will also offer
$2,500 to those who buy a plug-in hybrid after
April 1, 2021. Additionally, Islanders who
utilize the PEI Universal EV Incentive will
receive a free level two charger. However, they
will still be responsible for all installation costs.
The last province to offer incentives is the
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The table shows the total cost of capital plus depreciation.
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n Building Green

Rivian manufacturers two vehicles that could operate as work vehicles—the R1T and R1S.
Continued from page “23”

to fuel and maintenance, which exceed 90 per
cent. However, in other fleet cases I’ve seen,
they’ve been less dramatic. New York City’s
600 EVs save about 80 per cent on fuel and 65
per cent on maintenance. For heavier vehicles
in colder climates, 65 per cent savings on fuel
and maintenance seem like a good initial
assumption.
All that being said, it’s time to start brushing
up on available electric vehicles because your
next vehicle should be electric, and the one
after that almost certainly will be.
“Converting a gas transit to fully electric has
a payback of just one to two years,” explains
Nick Bettis, director of marketing and sales
operations at Lightning eMotors. “You don’t
usually spend for charging infrastructure.
Most vans are charged overnight at the depot.
If you want a fast charger for quick top ups
in the middle of the day, you might have to
invest a few thousand dollars.”

Available to market
Now to the nitty gritty. Most of the larger
automotive manufacturers have started to, if
not already have, launch electric vehicles in
a variety of body styles—think trucks, SUVs,
cars, vans, etc. And yes, this means that there
are electric work vehicles available that could
be added to your fleet.
Some that are worth noting, and pictured
throughout this article, are Ford’s E-transit
Upfitter—Lightning eMotors of Colorado
does the E-transit upfitting and drivetrain
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The Ford F-150 is available to order
some time next year with deliveries in
2023. It will have a range of about 480
km and a $90,000 price tag.
conversation for Ford Transit gas vans to fully
electric. Additionally, Ford offers the F-150
Lightning fully electric truck. They say that
they already have 160,000 reservations.
BrightDrop isn’t a trade van per say,
however I want to include it in this list of
vehicles as it is assembled in the GM Cami
plant in Ingersoll, Ont. The EV400 and EV600
vans are being ordered by companies like
FedEx and Verizon.
Electric Last Mile Systems (ELMS) wanted
to gain a first mover advantage, negotiating
for intellectual property, drivetrains, and
batteries from major Chinese partners.
Industry leaders think Chinese electric vehicle
technology quality is five years ahead and
could cause a Chinese invasion in the sector
like the Japanese did years ago in the small car
category. Some plumbing and HVAC fleets in
the U.S. have adopted ELMS vans.
Rivian offers two electric vehicles to take

note of—an SUV and a truck. Both the
R1T (truck) and R1S (SUV) are available to
order now from their Michigan-based plant.
Deliveries for limited customers will start in
January 2022. Both have ranges around 480
km. They are famously known for building
100,000 custom electric delivery vans for
Amazon. Their price tag sits at around $84,000
for the truck and $90,000 for the SUV.
Tesla has delayed the production of its
eclectic looking truck twice now, but it looks
highly likely it will go to production in 2022
at the new Texas plant. They have said to have
received 600,000 reservations in the past year.
Lastly, Hummer will be offering electric
versions of its pickup truck and SUV. The
pickup is expected in early 2022, while the
SUV is expected in early 2024. GM is also
planning an Electric Chevy Silverado with
240 km of range for 2025.
There are many other electric trade vans,
pickups, and delivery vans available or coming
from other automotive manufacturers. It is
worth your attention because it will help you
save on fuel and maintenance costs and cut
unhealthy pollution and greenhouse gases. :
Bruce Nagy is a Toronto
writer, author of more than
150 articles on clean energy.
His new book, ‘The Clean
Energy Age’ was released
on Amazon by Rowman &
Littlefield in 2018. He can be reached at
bruce.nagy@rogers.com.
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n Tools & Instruments
Next generation rotary
hammer
Milwaukee Tool, Markham, Ont,
continues to innovate the cordless
market with the second generation
of their M18 Fuel 1-1/8-inch
SDS Plus Rotary Hammer with
One-Key. To enhance safety, this
second-generation hammer delivers maximum control with autostop
kickback control to prevent over-rotation in case the tool binds up
when drilling into rebar or hard aggregate.
Milwaukee Tools  www.milwaukeetools.com

Water soluble threading oil
Rems Tools, Waiblingen, Germany, unveils the Rems Spezial
Spray Oil—a water soluble, high alloyed, mineral base
threading oil. Rems Spezial Spray Oil features permanent
lubricating film reducing energy expenditure and uniform
bending and is high-pressure proof and acid free. The spray
comes in a 400 ml bottle and is CFC-free, meaning its ozone
harmless.
Rems Tools  www.rnrtools.com
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Indoor air quality meter
Reed Instruments, Newmarket, Ont, unveils its new data
logging indoor air quality meter, the Reed R9905. Using a
nondispersive infrared CO2 sensor, this IAQ meter measures
carbon dioxide, temperature, humidity and automatically
calculates time-weighted average and short-term exposure
limit. The R9905 records samples on internal memory and
keeps track of registered readings with a time and date stamp.
Reed Instruments  www.reedinstruments.com

High pressure water jetter
General Pipe Cleaners, McKees Rocks,
Pennsylvania, introduces the JM-1450 JetSet water jet. The drain cleaning machine
uses high pressure water to clear drain lines
clogged with grease, sand, sludge, and ice. The JM-1450 is powered
by a 1-1/2 hp (13 amp) sealed motor that drives a 1,500 PSI, 1.7 GPM
triplex pump. The water jet is roller friendly, riding on two eight-inch
semi-pneumatic tires. Safety features include a thermal relief valve to
protect the pump from heat damage, as well as a backflow check valve
and inlet filter. An optional spray wand is also available.
General Pipe Cleaners  www.drainbrain.com
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Hydronic air. Fun to say.
Even better to have.

Every. Detail. Matters.SM
Introducing the new Rinnai ® CAH Series Hydronic Air Handler. This revolutionary product uses the instant hot water from
a Rinnai tankless water heater or boiler to generate hot air for the home, simultaneously. The continuous ﬂow of hot water
and hot air makes it possible to be comfortable in any room of the house. Plus, it’s cost efficient, energy efficient, space
efficient and overall, more efficient. Because it’s one appliance doing the job of two. The Canadian Air Handler makes
the traditional furnace a thing of the past. It’s just one more way we’re Creating a healthier way of living.® Learn more at
rinnai.ca/hydronic
Copyright 2021. All rights reserved. Rinnai® and Creating a healthier way of living® are the registered trademarks of Rinnai Corporation used under license by Rinnai America Corporation. Every. Detail. Matters. SM is the trademark of
Rinnai America Corporation.
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Mixing valve for superior performance, T&P and
drain valve all included
Also featuring our Made in Canada Combi Boilers
Products available across Canada

For more info: www.kingheatingproducts.com

n Hydronics
The test instrument
market is filled with
many great products.

Any measurement device
works best when it is
designed for the specific
application and it is
important to pick one
that will meet the range
of the device.
By Roy Collver
www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Every technician has a wish list of tools that
they know will help them do a better, faster,
and more accurate job. High on these lists
should be reliable and accurate diagnostic
test instruments. Sometimes you may not
even know what you need until you hit the
troubleshooting wall and realize you are
unable to figure something out due to a lack
of information. I have most of the tools on my
list, but there are always more that would be
nice to have—ask any technician’s spouse.
Study the specifications for any instrument
you plan on using—it is the first thing

to look at after you have checked out the
features. Any measurement device works
best when it is purposely designed for a
certain application, and it is important to
pick one where the required measurements
are roughly in the middle of the range for the
device. It is also necessary to check the level
of precision required so the readings you get
are useful. Establishing an order of priority
for purchasing test instruments will vary
depending on the type of work you are doing.
You will only buy some when the need arises,
but there are some that are mandatory for
safety and efficiency reasons, and you should
get them while you are still in training.
Keep in mind that electronic instruments
will need battery changes or charging, so
always keep some spares with the tools,
and buy an inexpensive battery tester to
make sure your spares are still in working
order. Electronic instruments are subject to
Continued on page “33”
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n Hydronics
Continued from page “31”

physical damage, water damage, extreme
temperatures, and out-of-range damage.
Additionally, ongoing costs may add to your
annual tool budget, and software may even
go out of date, requiring updates. Regular
calibration (sometimes requiring a mandatory
certificate) might also be needed. Check the
owner’s manual carefully so you know how
often required service is due.

Evolution of testing
The innovation in instrument technology
in the last 20 years has been astounding and
the options almost endless. Wireless sensor
probes, data logging functions, smartphone
compatibility, and digital everything—lots of
very cool stuff to spend your money on, so be
careful not to go overboard (unless you just
have to have it). Remember you are buying
professional tools and they should be designed

Any measurement
device works
best when it is purposely
designed for a certain
application, and it is
important to pick one where
the required measurements
are roughly in the middle of
the range for the
device.
for reliability, accuracy, and toughness. Expect
to pay a premium, but expect them to last a
long time even though they will see rough
service and abuse. I still have my first clamp-on
Amprobe. It has been beaten up for over 40
years and still works flawlessly.

Fuel-burning appliances
The first part of this article covers the
specialized instruments needed for servicing
hydronic and HVAC heat sources. This
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is a changing landscape as the industry is
pressured to decarbonize our building stock.
For this, I mean gas pressure measuring
e qu ipme nt . Ac c u r ate g a s pre ssu re
measurements are mandatory if you are
working with natural gas or propane
equipment. A favourite of mine is my 16inch slack-tube manometer. Considered by
some to be a low-tech, or rather “old school”,
instrument, this classic tool is my prefered
choice for measuring appliance gas pressures
between zero-inches water column (WC) up
to 16-inch WC (around half-PSIG).
I do have to admit that the many fine
digital manometers and pressure testing
instruments can be more practical for most
everyday service work. My digital manometer
is a brilliant example of the many choices
available from a variety of manufacturers
these days. It has a wide pressure range
(-60-inch WC to +60-inch WC)—very high
accuracy and fine resolution. It can measure
differential pressure and has a number of
scales, so you seldom have to do conversion
math (WC, mBar, Pa, PSI) and has hold and
min/max functions. This type of manometer
is precise enough at low pressures to use for

Since it is mandatory to have accurate
gas pressure measurements when
working with natural gas or propane
equipment, it is pertinent to have
a proper measuring device in your
toolbelt.

Continued on page “35”
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n Hydronics

Another great tool to have is a carbon
monoxide detector.
Continued from page “33”

duct air pressure measurements (airflow with
the right accessories), filter pressure drops,
HRV balancing and more. Unless higher
pressure measurements are needed, this is
likely the only type of gas pressure instrument
you will need to start with. As your HVAC
career evolves, you will find yourself looking
at other test instruments to add to your fleet—
magnehelic gauges for different pressure
ranges, multi-channel data loggers, and even
chart recorders. It all depends on what you get
yourself into.
Oil burning equipment set-up and service
requires pressure gauges that measure oil
pump output pressure and suction pressure.
A dedicated draft gauge is handy to have,
but you may be able to use your electronic
manometer if it is accurate at lower negative
pressures.
For flue gas measuring equipment,
another mandatory instrument would be
a combustion analyzer that is suitable for
the fuel you are burning. Flue gasses need
to be tested to check the efficiency of the
combustion process and to check the level
of hazardous gasses (CO, NO, NO2) being
produced. Regular calibration of these
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instruments will be required, so factor the
cost (including a calibration certificate) into
your purchasing decision.
All of the electronic combustion analyzers
I have used could measure and display
CO content in flue gas readings, but what
about room air? A dedicated CO measuring
instrument, or a multi-gas device that includes
CO, should be a part of everyone’s kit. This is
serious business, so don't cheap out and try
to use a household CO alarm. They lack the
precision of a proper measuring instrument.

Tradeshows, like CIPHEX West, are a
great way to get your hands on the
latest tools.

Instruments for heat pumps
The trickle of heat pumps being installed for
hydronic applications will soon turn into
a flood. Ground-to-water, water-to-water
and air-to-water appliances are all types of
geo-exchange heat pumps used for hydronic
heat sources. In some jurisdictions, fuelContinued on page “37”
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n Hydronics
Continued from page “35”

burning appliances are being banned in
new construction and phased out in existing
buildings. If you are active in hydronics today
(or any part of the HVAC/R industry), you
had better get up to speed on refrigeration
equipment. That means getting sufficient
training to avoid harming yourselves, others,
or the equipment you work on. If you are
going to be hands-on, you will be required
to get whatever level of trade qualification
is needed in your jurisdiction, and you will
have to get the right equipment. This is a
long-term proposition but will position you
at the front of the pack when you become
qualified, and you should be able to pick and
choose your work.

Refrigerant pressure measuring
Refrigeration technicians must have a set
of refrigeration valve manifold gauges both
for diagnostic testing and for charging.
Depending on your level of expertise and
how deep you dive in, you may also need a
refrigerant leak detector, vacuum pump,
refrigerant recovery system, refrigerant
weigh-scale, or a micron vacuum gauge. Don’t
go out and get any of this stuff until you have
a need for it and have been properly trained.
I can’t stress enough the importance of
finding a local supplier who is knowledgeable
and stocks a wide variety of test equipment
and accessories. Often you only need to look
to your local wholesaler, but expertise in this
area will vary widely from branch to branch.
Many branches will have an enthusiastic
person in-house that loves to talk about test
instruments, knows which ones are best for
your application, how to use them, and can
teach you some of the tricky bits. They also
understand the limitations, know where to
get specialty accessories, can service them or
send them away to be serviced, and can pick
up the phone to the instrument manufacturer
or representative to get quick answers when
needed. They might even have the equipment
to try out or rent when needed.
Online suppliers are also clamouring for
your business, but one has to ask the following:
will the equipment need regular service? Will
you need to purchase consumables? Who will
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look after it if something goes wrong? What
do you do if it doesn’t meet your expectations?
I haven’t even started to talk about electrical
test equipment, temperature measurement or
specialized hydronic testing equipment, so
stay tuned for Part 2, when we take a deep
dive into those topics and more.
WARNING: Hydronic/HVAC equipment
can be dangerous. This article is written for
technicians in training and those that have
been trained and qualified to install and

service various types of HVAC equipment.
It is not intended to instruct unqualified
individuals. :
Roy Collver is an author
and consultant on hydronic
heating based in Qualicum
Beach, B.C. He can be
reached at
hoth2o@shaw.ca
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Controlling condenser flooding is often accomplished using two
separate valves—typically ORI and ORD valves.
By Greg Scrivener
In the last issue, we discussed methods
for controlling the rejection of heat out of
condensers and identified condenser flooding
as one of the most effective methods. We are
going to go into some of the details about how
this works, specifically related to the typical
method that uses two separate valves. There
are also single valve solutions that work in a
similar fashion.
C ondenser f looding means using
refrigerant to “flood” the condenser,
which takes away surface area available
for condensing and effectively makes the
condenser smaller. Figure 1 shows the
difference between these two cases.

Figure 1: A condenser in normal
operation and one partially flooded with
refrigerant.
Expanding our view of the system a little
bit, Figure 2 shows the entire condensing
portion of the system operating at 146 psig,
Continued on page “41”
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The orange arrow is indicating where the differential pressure valve has been
installed, while the green arrow points to the condenser flooding valve—installed on
the condenser drain and hidden behind the suction line.
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Continued from page “39”

which would be typical for a hot 95F day
with R134A refrigerant. As the outdoor
temperature cools off, the condenser will be
able to reject more heat and eventually the
symptoms we’ve discussed in the previous two
articles will start to show up. Perhaps most
importantly, we need the pressure to stay high
enough to use that pressure drop to control
our TX valves and distributor nozzles to
make sure we have liquid refrigerant moving
properly in the evaporator.
When the outdoor temperature cools off,
the condenser fans can be cycled or staged to
initially control the condensing pressure but
in cold climates, this is usually not enough,
and we have to start flooding the condenser.

dropped. It is also worth considering what has
happened to the pressure in the receiver. Since
that condenser flooding valve is a pressure
drop, the pressure in the receiver is going to
be lower and you will recall, the entire point
of this exercise is to keep the liquid pressure
high enough.

Figure 3: The condensing portion of a
refrigeration system with a condenser
flooding valve.

Guess what this refrigerant tank is for?
Sometimes it is necessary to remove
refrigerant in the summer and add it
back in the winter when the receiver is
undersized.

Supplementing the pressure

Figure 2: The condensing portion of a
refrigeration system.
As you can see in this system, there is
no way to hold back the refrigerant in the
condenser and it becomes necessary to add a
condenser flooding or hold-back valve in the
condenser drain line. This valve is pressure
operated and opens on a rise in inlet pressure;
they are often called ORI valves. The setpoints
are selected or adjusted to achieve a receiver
pressure which is often (but does not always
need to be) the pressure that corresponds to
about 80F saturated condensing temperature.
Figure 3 shows a system with this valve
added. Notice what has changed in this
system—some of the refrigerant is now being
held in the condenser but it had to come
from somewhere, so the receiver level has
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A flooding valve on its own doesn’t work
and it is necessary to be able to supplement
the pressure in the receiver. We maintain
the pressure in the receiver by bypassing
some discharge gas as shown in Figure 4. If
we simply connected piping to the receiver,

This relationship
means that we can
control the pressure simply
by bypassing the correct
amount of hot gas.
the hot gas would bypass all the time in all
modes of operation as the refrigerant chose
the path of least resistance. It is therefore
necessary to use some sort of method to
make sure the pressure drop in the bypass

line is higher than through the condenser in
both normal operation and with the flooding
valve holding back liquid. This can be done
in a couple of ways but the economical and
typical way in commercial refrigeration is
to use a differential pressure regulator that
opens on a rise in differential pressure; these
are often referred to as ORD valves. They are
also sometimes called differential pressure
check valves; although this terminology is
not entirely true because they modulate based
on the differential pressure and don’t just
snap fully open and closed. The most typical
pressure drop setting for these valves is 20
psi, however, there are completely adjustable
differential pressure regulators available that
can be adjusted over a wide range. It is most
important to ensure that the setting is higher
than the pressure drop through the condenser
and the pressure drop setting used to select
the ORI. It is a tell-tale sign of something
Continued on page “43”
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Wholesalers offer a wide selection of head pressure flooding valves to choose from.
Continued from page “41”

going wrong when you feel a warm bypass
line in warm weather.

Size matters
Commercial valve manufacturers provide
sizing methods for ORI and ORD type
valves based on the pressure drop through
the system. Figure 4 shows a typical set
up and for this application you would be
able to select the ORI based on a 10 psi
pressure drop. The amount of discharge gas
we need to bypass can be calculated (if you
really want) by doing somewhat complex
thermodynamic calculations. There are a
lot of extra complexities surrounding what
happens to the liquid and vapour in an
operating receiver. Since the vessel has both,
it must be saturated, but the process takes
time, and the refrigerant is moving. Ignoring
these extra complexities, when a condenser
flooding valve is holding back liquid, leaves
a lot of opportunity for subcooling. In very
cold weather, the liquid can be extremely
cold coming into the receiver. Since we know
that the receiver is saturated because we have
liquid and vapour present, the pressure would
fall to the saturation pressure if we didn’t do
something to increase the temperature. For
example, if the system in Figure 4 had a bypass
differential pressure valve that has failed to
close, the pressure in the receiver would drop
to less than 30 psig.
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In order to stop the pressure from falling,
we have to add enough discharge gas to heat
up the liquid to an appropriate temperature.
As discharge gas enters the receiver, it
desuperheats and then condenses, rejecting
its energy to the cold liquid. This in turn
raises the pressure (and temperature) of the
receiver and less hot gas condenses. This
relationship means that we can control the
pressure simply by bypassing the correct
amount of hot gas.

Figure 4: A typical ORD/ORI setup
for R134A. This system is operating in
cold weather as the refrigerant is being
subcooled to 30F

Concerns with a receiver
The last potential concern in designing a
system for condenser flooding is the receiver
itself. We discussed earlier that when the
condenser is flooding, that refrigerant has to
come from somewhere and the only place it
can come from is the receiver. This means that
during the summer, the receivers for systems

with condenser
flooding need to be
able to hold enough
refrigerant to fill up
whatever volume of
condenser we expect
we will need flooded
in the winter. This is why it is best to employ
the other methods of condenser head
pressure control first. By cycling the fans,
using variable speed fans, or splitting the
condenser, we minimize how much needs
to be filled with refrigerant. Once you’ve
determined how much condenser you want
to flood (often in the 80 per cent range),
it is a simple volume calculation to make
sure you have enough receiver. Recall that
receivers are not allowed to have more than
90 per cent liquid and I would argue that in
cold climates where this liquid could be cold,
we should be using 80 per cent maximum.
Undersized receivers are installed a lot and
it is not uncommon to find a refrigerant tank
hanging out around a system so someone can
come in the fall and add the “winter charge”
and then come back again in the spring and
take the refrigerant out of the system so it
doesn’t have high-head pressure problems
when it gets hot. While not a method I
would ever endorse, I suppose this does
create repeat business. :
Greg Scrivener is the
lead refrigeration engineer
and a partner at Laporte
Consultants, Calgary,
and works throughout
Canada and the U.S. He is
a professional engineer and
journeyperson refrigeration mechanic. He
can be reached at
GScrivener@laporteconsultants.com.
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Partnering with your local
wholesaler means that they
have your back in business just
as much as you have theirs.

By Glenn Mellors
As kids, our parents would often instruct us to
use the buddy system when going somewhere
alone, or “buddy up” when we’d go swimming
at the lake or public swimming pool. Buddying
up was a way for our parents to feel like we were
safe and someone had our back. But what does
that have to do with HVAC/R? I mean really?
Even before COVID, the smart businesses
already buddied up with suppliers they
trusted, looked after them, and always greeted
them with a smile and enthusiasm. Did you?
We are hopefully close to halfway through the
COVID-19 battlefield. I say halfway because
predictions argue that we are in for material
and labour shortages for another 24 months
or more. Suppliers will have to ration out
their product and they will be making tough
choices of who to supply.

VIP list
Start to think of your suppliers as an integral part of your team.

Will you be on the list? If not, I’d suggest that
you start buddying up. Choose the supplier
Continued on page “47”
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our turn to be interviewed. It can be summed
up in one word: loyalty.
Do you pay your bills on time, every time?
Remember, suppliers face rapidly increasing
prices and crazy transportation costs, and
they need their cash to buy in bulk too.
Do you limit your main suppliers to one

Being a part of
your team is
particularly important in
these troubled times of
supply. You need someone
in your corner to
support you.
Continued from page “45”

The relationship you build with your
supplier will help determine your
ability to succeed.

like you used to choose when you were a kid.
You need to have their back and they in turn
will have yours.
We often refer to our internal staff as a
team and smart business owners will expand
that list of team members to include product
suppliers, insurance and benefit suppliers, and
vehicle supply and maintenance providers.
The list could go on.
Let us identify what our needs would look
like if we were interviewing a supplier to buddy
up with. Let us start by asking what their fill
rate is pre-COVID and mid-COVID? How
about what their delivery schedule and invoice
order accuracy is? Look for a supplier that has
as many product lines as possible, including
universal parts to keep you in revenuegenerating mode. Do they offer competitive
pricing? Look at their inventory levels. Do they
offer bulk buying or rationed buying? Buying
in bulk can lower their transactional cost hence
making them more competitive.

Turning the tables
Remember, we are in a time when there are
more buyers than products available. Now
that we have chosen a couple of buddies, it is
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main wholesaler and one backup? Annual
purchases worth $100,000 may seem like a
lot to you, but it is small potatoes in the big
picture. There are lots of companies spending
multiple times that in a month.
Buy in bulk wherever possible—don’t be
afraid to buy a couple of months of inventory
at a time. We don’t want to lose a revenuegenerating day.
Buy only what you need and minimize
returning items. If you really must, make sure
it is in a condition that you would want to
buy it yourself at the other end of a return or
sell. Be respectful. I have never seen service
improve because you yelled at them. And
finally, be honest even if it hurts. Being honest
will get you far more assistance than you
thought possible.
Once you find a supplier, stick with them.
Are there going to be days where you will be
disappointed? Absolutely. Will there be days
where they pull one out of the hat for you?
Absolutely!
Being a part of your team is particularly
important in these troubled times of supply.
You need someone in your corner to support
Continued on page “49”
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n HVAC
then you should be making at least 45 per cent
gross profit during and after COVID.
The relationship you build with your
vendor partner will determine your ability to
succeed now and in the future. Loyalty and
respect are a two-way street. If both you and
your vendor partner share mutual feelings,
there is no telling what roads it might open
for you. Better pricing, better access to limited
product availability, and less stress! :

Continued from page “47”

you. Your goal and their goal is to help
increase your revenue.

Breaking down pricing
We are all convinced that when there is a
price increase someone is lining their pockets.
Therefore, it is important to understand what
goes into determining the price of a product.
Let us look openly at an example.
A lack of staffing created a bidding war on
labour which bumps up hourly rates by 15
to 17 per cent. Additionally, statistics show
we are now dying at a rate higher than we
are reproducing and immigration has all but
halted. The Canadian economy is accustomed
to having 400,000 or more people added to
the workforce. Add the fact that shipping
costs have risen by 1,000 per cent while
manufacturing commodities have risen 54
per cent. In addition, service vehicles are in
such high demand that you are paying MSRP

Once you find a wholesaler, stick with
them. Loyalty can prove to be beneficial
for your company in the long run.
or higher. It also appears that the cost of gas
doesn’t have a ceiling, and no one knows where
it will end up. Not to mention the carbon tax
affects every litre of gas in your tank.
Yes, prices have risen exponentially—have
you raised your price? If not, why not? Your
competition is not price. I’m not suggesting
that you start ripping people off but if you are
making 45 per cent gross profit pre-COVID,

Glenn Mellors was born
into a plumbing family and
started in the industry in
1973. He entered the HVAC
side of the business in the
80s, working in wholesale,
and then joined Lennox in
1992. In 2008 he joined the ClimateCare Cooperative Corporation, an Ontario contractor
group, where he is director of training and
implementation. Glenn can be reached at
gmellors@climatecare.com.
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n People & Places
The

People
Next Supply announces the
addition of Cirissa Sellars to
its management team as senior
director of purchasing. Sellars
will play a key role in the
ongoing efforts with domestic
and import activities, as well Cirissa
as being a strong voice within Sellars
the Next Supply buying group.
Sellars joined the team effective Nov. 1.
Franklin Electric Co. announces two new additions
to its water systems sales
team, Travis Bradley, and
Andrew Schwarze. Bradley
will take up the role of busiAndrew
ness unit director of industrial
Schwarze
and engineered systems.
His previous role of business unit
director of groundwater distributors will be taken-up by
Schwarze. Bradley has been a
part of Franklin Electric for
two years, while this will be
Schwarze’s first experience Travis
Bradley.
with Franklin Electric.

SAVE TIME.
SAVE MONEY.
dedicated to providing application-based
training to HVAC/R field professionals, distributors, and sales representatives. It features
two modules: one channel to help HVAC/R
distributors, sales representatives, and counter
representatives match HVAC/R technicians
with the right tools for the job; and another
to provide technicians in the field technical
training.
Saniflo Canada has appointed Jones
Goodridge as its new plumbing wholesale-channel representative for mid-western
Canada. Established 35 years ago as a manufacturer agent in the plumbing and heating
industry, Jones Goodridge serves the residential, commercial, and luxury product markets,
maintaining offices in Winnipeg, Saskatoon,
and Regina.
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The

Companies
Lixil Canada Inc. announces that
e f fe c t ive i m m e d i ately, H o l l i n r a k e
Communications will handle all public
relations for Lixil’s American Standard,
Grohe and DXV brands. Hollinrake
Communications will be responsible for all
social media content creators, and events for
the brands.
Ontor announces that as of Oct. 1, they
will be the Canadian representative for
Rectorseal products for the HVAC/R and
plumbing markets.
Fieldpiece Instruments, in partnership with Bluevolt, announces the launch
of Fieldpiece University. Fieldpiece
University is a new online training platform
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Noritz America has launched its new and
improved support and parts website. Readily
available for professionals and customers, the
new site offers faster and more accurate search
capabilities. Additionally, customers can now
order parts online.
Reliance Worldwide Corporation
(RWC) has a new brand joining its portfolio
with Ez-Flo International, a manufacturer
of plumbing supplies and specialty plumbing products. In 2000, Ez-Flo acquired
Eastman, a notable brand in appliance
connectors, supply lines, stop valves and
gas connectors. The acquisition of Eastman
through Ez-Flo will help RWC expand its
presence in appliance connectors through
plumbed appliances, gas, hot water and
dryer venting.
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n Shop Management

Identify areas of your business that might need some improvement to
create more time to focus on leadership rather than management.
By Ron Coleman

I

n part one of this article, the focus was
on the issues that have arose due to
the ongoing labour shortage and how
to deal with those issues. There are other
factors that still should be reviewed when
looking at our businesses. Several methods
of making more money and having a
successful business don’t involve growing
your labour force.
Many companies would rather focus on
growing sales, but I believe it is better to focus
on growing profits by improving efficiencies
already in place and focusing on the right
customers. Growing sales often means your
business struggles to keep up with processes,
staff, and customer needs.
Artificial intelligence is proving to add
value to many businesses. There are three
growth areas in artificial technology—
building information modelling (BIM),

52

customer relationship management (CRM),
and data collection.
We need to use technology more effectively.
Design, estimating, accounting, invoicing,
payroll, scheduling, and materials handling
are all areas we can use technology to enhance
our business model. Virtually every facet of
the industry can improve productivity by
using technology.
Augmented reality, while in its infancy in
Canada, has potential for safety training, realtime project information, team collaboration,
project planning, and modifying projects. I
predict this will have a major impact on the
way we run our businesses over the coming
decade.
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Good vs. Great
A good contractor will talk his way out of a
situation, but a great one would not get into
in the tricky situation in the first place! Good
is not good enough anymore. Most of your
competitors are good, and with the upcoming
labour shortage, you need to be great. Good
contractors make money on one job and give
it back on the next. Great contractors don’t
give it back. To be a great contractor, you need
to be proactive.
By spending your time putting out fires and
focusing on just keeping your business afloat is
surely not a strategy for survival. And certainly
not one for success. Real leaders are focused
on the long-term future—they have a vision.
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Every business that aims at being successful
must have proactive leadership. In the current, very uncertain labour market, it’s a given.
Without this leadership,
you will be a has-been.
The biggest threat
facing contractors in
the current and future
market is, as we have
discussed, a shortage of
qualified labour. There is
no perfect size for a contractor. The correct
balance between overhead and operations
should get you the maximum results.
For example, if you could add $500,000
in annual sales without any additional
overhead then that might be a good strategy.
Alternatively, if you dropped some overhead,
how much work would you drop?
On the other hand, if you need to add an
estimator or other overhead person, you will
need to recover at least eight times their cost
in annual sales to justify the cost and risk of
investing in that overhead.
Let’s look at strategies for making
more money considering the likely labour
difficulties we are going to face.
Do I focus on labour-intensive jobs or
material-intensive jobs? In a tight labour
market, I would suggest going with the more
material-intensive jobs. They are also likely to
be lower risk and lower profit.
Make sure you have price escalation clauses

in your contracts to cover labour and material
cost increases.

Adding & subtracting
Adding resources is easy. Subtraction is an
action, and it doesn’t just happen. Do you
have the leadership skills to take this action?
The best way to add profit is to subtract what
hinders profit.

Most of your
competitors
are good, and with the
upcoming labour shortage,
you need to be
great.
According to the Chinese philosopher Lao
Tzu, “To attain knowledge, add things every
day. To attain wisdom, subtract things every
day.” More does not always mean better.
Our customers push us to quote jobs for
their benefit not for ours. If we do less work,
prices will increase, and we will become more
efficient and make more money.

Find the sweet spot
Ask yourself, what size jobs are best suited to
you? How about, what type of work is best
suited to you or what geographic areas are

best suited to you?
For several years, the union employees
at a B.C. government body lobbied to allow
workers to work from home, at least on a
part-time basis. The employer consistently
found reasons why this could not work. Now,
due to COVID, many of the employees are
working from home.
Suddenly the employers understood the
myriad of benefits to both the organization and
the employees. This is reactive leadership, not
proactive. It is your duty as a businessperson
to provide proactive leadership.
I would argue there are four ways to grow
a successful business—more customers of the
type you want, get them to come back more
often, upsell them with additional value, and
lastly, be efficient.
As the lead person in your business, this is
where you should be spending your time—
identify what you need to add and subtract
from your business, appoint champions to
move these needs forward, and mentor those
champions. This will help develop a more
cohesive team within your business and allow
you to spend more time in your leadership
role and less in management.
The most important advice I give to service
contractors is to increase their hourly rate by
$10. I have never had a client tell me that it
backfired on them. You would have to lose a
lot of billable hours before it hurt your bottom
line. The customers you are most likely to lose
are the high maintenance and slow paying
ones. If you had five technicians billing out
40 hours per week, you would put almost
another $100,000 profit on your bottom lines
each year. Over 10 years that’s an extra $1
million in the bank. It’s that easy. :
Ronald Coleman is a
Vancouver-based accountant,
management
consultant, author and
educator
specializing in the
construction industry.
He can be reached by e-mail at
ronald@ronaldcoleman.ca.
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n Coming Events

AHR Expo announces winners of the Innovation Award
North America’s largest HVAC/R trade show
will be returning in 2022 after missing two
years due to the global pandemic.
In anticipation, AHR Expo has announced
the winners of the 2022 rendition of its
Innovation Awards. The trade show will run
from 10 a.m. till 6 p.m. on Jan. 31 and Feb.
1, and from 10 a.m. till 4 p.m. on Feb. 2. The
three-day show will be returning to the Las
Vegas Convention Center.
Each year, winners are selected in 10 industry
categories. The 2022 winners are as followed:
Building Automation: iSMA CONTROLLI S.p.A.
(Booth #C969)—The iSMA-B-MAC36NL Hybrid
IoT controller powered by Niagara Framework
provides an all-in-one solution for mini-BMS.
Cooling: Danfoss (Booth #C3906)—Danfoss
Turbocor VTCA400 compressor offers
improvements on traditional centrifugal
compressor designs.
Heating: Carrier (Booth #C1310)—Infinity 24
heat pump with Greenspeed Intelligence offers
humidity control and is capable of removing up
to 400 per cent more moisture than standard
systems.
Indoor Air Quality: Antrum (Booth #C1071)—
The AntrumX IAQ facilities monitoring system
is a patented centralized sensing technology
that monitors IAQ for 32 spaces from a single
location, using one sensor for every 16 rooms.
Plumbing: Franklin Electric (Booth #C4334)—
The Little Giant, Inline SpecPAK, multi-pump
pressure boosting system is 14.5 inches deep,
making it small enough to be hung in a small
utility closet or wall-hung to preserve critical
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floor space.
Refrigeration: ebm-papst Inc. (Booth
#C3324)—AxiEco 630-910 Axial Fan
incorporates new impeller geometry with a
rotating diffuser and optimized blade design
in order to reach a low noise level and high
efficiency.
Software: Bluon, Inc. (Booth #C2737)—The
Bluon support platform is a mobile application
that becomes a centralized hub for HVAC
technicians. Bluon provides detailed system
information, just-in-time training, best practices
and 24/7 live tech support.
Sustainable Solutions: Enginuity Power Systems
Inc. (Booth #N7435)—The E/ONE home power
system is a rethinking of a classic combined heat
and power system. Using clean and plentiful
natural gas, the E/ONE produces both electricity
and heat for homes or businesses.
Tools & Instruments: Fluke Corporation (Booth
#C2837)—The 378 FC Non-Contact voltage
true-rms AC/DC clamp meter with iFlex uses
FieldSense technology to make testing faster and
safer, without contacting a live conductor.
Ventilation: Aldes (Booth #C2734)—InspirAIR
Fresh provides a newly developed counterflow
enthalpic core and unique fan scrolls ensure
75 per cent recovery efficiency at 32F as tested
to the new CSA 439 standard required as of
October 2020.
In order to qualify for the Innovation
Awards, exhibitors must have products
featured at the show. Exhibitors are permitted
to submit one product per category. However,
the same product may not be entered in
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The winners of the AHR Expo’s annual
Innovation Award will feature their
products right on the show floor in Las
Vegas.
multiple categories. There is also an entry fee
of $100 per submission. Funds raised from
the entry fees will be donated to a Vegas-area
charitable cause.
Each winner will also be eligible to win
Product of the Year, which will be announced
during the 2022 AHR Expo in Las Vegas.
Registration is free until Jan. 30.

Calendar
December 1 – 3, 2021:
The Buildings Show,
Metro Toronto Convention Centre,
Toronto, Ontario. For more information,
please visit www.thebuildingsshow.com.

December 7, 2021:
MCA Canada 2021 AGM,
Virtual Event. For more information,
please visit www.mcac.ca.

January 31 – February 2,
2022:
AHR Expo 2022,
Las Vegas Convention Center, Las Vegas,
Nevada. For more information, please visit
www.ahrexpo.com.
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The Red Drain

The testable Freestanding Tub Drain rough-in featuring a snap off test cap
and an asymmetrical deck plate designed not to interfere
with a freestanding faucet rough-in.
Rough in a freestanding tub in advance....
Install a freestanding bath tub in minutes.
No muss. No fuss. No kidding.

Island Tub Drain®

Your job just got easier.™

www.osb.ca
Island Tub Drain™ is Patented in Canada and the USA.
The Red Drain® is a registered Trademark of Oakville Stamping & Bending Ltd.

INTRODUCING
THE NEXT
GENERATION
FLEXIBLE
SHAFT
MACHINE
Flexi-Rooter

®

General has rethought high-speed, ﬂexible shaft
machines. The stronger, stiffer rod lets you clean a
wider range of drain lines, up to 75 feet long. It’s
ﬂexible enough to negotiate 2" lines yet tough enough
to clear roots in 4" lines.
General’s unique ClogChopper® cutter in combination
with the carbide tipped chain cutter makes a formidable
combination, capable of clearing the toughest stoppage.

Chain Cutter
with Clog Chopper

The built-in variable speed motor with foot pedal control
makes the machine easier to operate. And the rod is
ﬁeld repairable. It’s everything a ﬂexible shaft machine
should be.
To learn more, visit www.drainbrain.com/FlexiRooter,
or call the Drain Brains® at 800-245-6200
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